SHIPMENT – SAN ANTONIO

Seller shall ship collect. Do not prepay and add freight to your invoice. Do not insure or issue a declared value for shipments under $5 Million. For shipments in excess of $5 Million contact Boeing Aerospace Support Center Traffic Department at 210-798-2185 for instructions. Drop shipments to destinations other than Boeing Aerospace Support Center facility in zip code 78226 should be marked "Third Party Billing" with instructions for the carrier to send the invoice to: Boeing Aerospace Support Center - San Antonio - BOEISL, c/o Data2Logistics, P.O. Box 61050, Ft. Myers, FL 33906.

1 to 9 lbs., use the primary carrier Federal Express, Next Day Service, collect, or Third Party Billing if appropriate, referencing the BASC Account Number 235214474. If the primary carrier is unable to make the pickup, Seller shall use the alternate carrier, BAX Global, Account Number 043002282.

10 lbs. to 500 lbs., use the primary carrier BAX Global (formerly Burlington Air Express), Next Day Service, Collect, or Third Party Billing if appropriate, referencing the BASC Account Number 043002282.

For shipments exceeding 500 pounds, call the Boeing Aerospace Support Center Traffic Department at 210-798-2185.

Failure to follow these routing instructions will result in a debit being issued for the difference in freight costs between the carrier you choose and the carrier specified herein.